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Abstract.
Information was obtained through an interview with a headmaster and regional coordinator, revealing that the subject was manipulated within a game. The convergence of the research results shows collaboration in the game theory algorithm, which directs the subject to a decision determined by the scenario maker. Game theory is an incremental derivative model designed to minimize alternative complexity. The research employed a qualitative approach, incorporating historical research and focused interviews. This context applies to the subject, namely student alumni who are classified as idealists with substandard economic backgrounds. Conflict arises by implanting memories with the aim of prompting the subject participates in competing for his welfare through the state civil service appointment (ASN) via the government employees with employment agreements (PPPK)/candidates for civil servants (CPNS) test. Game modeling in the form of model schools with Ericsonian heterosuggestions places the subject to a prisoner’s dilemma situation. A weakness is identified when the game cannot be used to make decisions with different matrix orders. Game theory effectively instills belief in passion and subject free will in the final decision because the decision objectives differ between scenario makers, leading to the best alternative and the subject satisfaction factor.
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1. Introduction

The most prominent problem experienced by private teachers is related to welfare, given the background of different needs. The results of interviews with the regional coordinator on October 11, 2021, show that teachers often complain about salary policies that don’t match life’s needs, so the appointment of ASN through PPPK or CPNS is a reliable alternative to enter the comfort zone. On the other hand, there is a teacher with good performance, but because of her idealism, she persists in becoming a private teacher. The gap occurs in welfare factors and opportunities that are less friendly.

A snippet of a headmaster’s statement on November 2, 2021, shows, “I saw the subject being manipulated, so she found his last belief.” There are many forms of manipulation, such as the subject being asked to tell about changes in belief until there
is one last belief passion that she believes in. The purpose of directing the subject to this belief is so that the spirit of becoming an ASN/PNS is embedded in the subject. The headmaster opens the veil of manipulation that has so far been hidden from the subject’s views of model schools, which can trigger the subject’s emotions until the subject finds her last belief. The snippet of misinformation one regional coordinator on November 1, 2021, said, “I am ready to accommodate the subject in my territory, even if only as a stepping stone, so that the subject can successfully get a permanent career.”

Determination of alternatives is part of the decision-making process, which leads to the flow of action until the final choice is made. Alternatives in decision-making are generally made naturally without causing dilemmas. The alternative did not affect idealistic subjects such as the problems in this study. Games are applied to bring the subject to follow several scenarios without his awareness. The first scenario, submodalities, was played by the Bung Karno school model and perfect figure, which successfully brought out the idealism of fans on this subject. In the second scenario, the role is played by an empath who listens to her outpouring. The third scenario involves a partner as a competitor in competition and a solution provider.

The theory put forward by [1] is similar to the scenario experienced by the subject in this study, in which all three steps have been passed. The first step is to give visual influence through the submodalities, which become modeling games. The second step involves the pay-off matrix, and the subject decides independently. The question is, is the theory effectively applied to individuals/humans? Considering that the point of view regarding the nature of decisions between individuals is always different. The complexity of alternative decisions and conflicts that occur requires the determination of several simple alternatives.

Conflict scenarios are designed according to the ultimate goal of the subject’s decision, which is related to her welfare in the public eye. The subject does not have a home as a primary need; the subject’s background is often involved in spreading political hoaxes and changing beliefs because they fall in love. The subject’s decision alternatives are consistently unable to convince the game scenario maker, considering that the subject is only active as a tutor for private lessons, selling online, and being an odd photographer. All of these alternatives are not commensurate with the expectations of the educational specification. This gave rise to the initiative within the scenario maker to bring the subject into the game, which can lead him to a competition that leads to a permanent career ASN/PNS.
Initial problem identification resulted in generalizing the subject's characteristics, namely that the subject most disliked value conflicts. These subject ideas were unacceptable to the decision authority holders, which made him reluctant to join any formal educational institution. Then, the subject was also obsessed with transformation ideas, so she would not be comfortable joining members of an organization that tended to stagnate/flow in mere routine. Obstacles arise when the subject's belief paradigm differs from the scenario maker, so it needs to be directed through Ericksonian heterosuggestions so that one global value is embedded as a new passion.

In a permanent career queue, conflicts related to competition factors, win or lose, are raised to trigger subjects to compete. The conflict arose after the subject was directed through the game to experience directly joining several private agencies. One agency entered the subject into the dipodic system and brought the subject to the intended competition. The conflict appears as perception and is in the subject's subconscious related to her idealistic factors and awareness between components in the realm of reality. This triggers the subject to complete through making the right decision.

Conflict is like a toxin in the body that must be removed because it is dangerous if it continues to settle. Game theory is an incremental derivative model created by minimizing the complexity of existing alternatives. Game theory is one of the alternatives in decision-making with scenarios that appear to be made natural, affecting the subject's awareness. Finally, the subject faces the pay-off matrix, which creates a dilemma. The pay-off matrix shows that the subject must take one of several choices with the slightest risk opportunity. In this case, decision-making must consider the principles of decision-making and the categories of decisions based on obtaining information. A fundamental question arises that the more considerations, the more complex the decision-making situation is, so a pattern is needed that can be simplified and followed in the next decision-making process. The problem becomes even more acute if the type of problem is in the form of needs related to optimization of finding the best potential alternative, level of satisfaction, how to reduce too many alternatives, and situational decision making.

The problem description indicates the need for a new decision-making model that does not reduce/eliminate the essence of a situation/system that can increase understanding of how to make decisions more efficiently and effectively. Given the importance of decision-making, implementing games requires a game theory model to minimize alternatives’ complexity. The nature of the decision can be in the form of one best alternative. Based on this description, the focus of the research can be determined as follows:
1. Game theory algorithm as a derivative model of incremental decision-making,

2. Modeling games to change the subject paradigm,

3. Conflict triggers as a guide to subject competition,

4. Prisoner’s dilemma game,

5. The pay-off matrix game summarizes alternative complexity, and

6. The nature of the decision because of the passion belief subject

2. Method

The study used a qualitative approach with historical research and focused interviews, where the understanding of meaning in research studies was carried out by tracing the subject’s history and carrying out reductions so that the essence was found. The interview place is at the regional coordinator’s office, JL. Jenderal Sudirman KM. 2, Wringinputih and SDN Ngadiharjo 2; Kalangan RT/RW 003/010, Borobudur District, Magelang Regency, Central Java, 56553, Indonesia. The informants consisted of a headmaster as witnesses to the manipulation and a regional coordinator ready to accommodate subjects until they were successful as ASN/PNS. The researcher found essential and natural meaning structures. The implication of the fundamental thinking in this study is the interpretation of the decision chosen by the subject. The research data is considered saturated when the subject makes a final decision at the end of the game. The research began with centralized interviews with the regional coordinator on October 11 and November 1, 2021, and a headmaster on November 2, 2021; then data collection was carried out until the data was considered saturated, data analysis and follow-up interviews were carried out from early May until July 2023 until the findings led to a decision structure.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Results

In the centralized interview, based on the presentation of an informant from a headmaster, all veils revealed that what the subject experienced during her lectures and attempts at joining the former agency were a game of manipulation. The director-actor, in this case, is played by the regional coordinator as well as the informant in this study;
the subject idol lecturer plays the modeling game actor; the empath and conflict trigger is played by the teacher who listens to the subject outpouring of the subject in the previous instance; as well as solution providers played by the regional coordinator and the school principal as well as informants. Findings based on documentary evidence and convergence of interviews with regional coordinators are to lead the subject to the pinnacle of success. The subject is faced with a modeling game in the form of a model school with Ericsonian heterosuggestion, bringing the subject to the final belief passion. The informant opened this pattern by reminding him again when the subject is led to instilling that belief. The subject found the sensitivity of the sentence, “The most useless thing in the world is to prohibit people who are in love and support the president.” Sensitivity is then arranged in the subject’s generalization; namely, love protects the subject from distortion due to falling in love, and the various parties supporting the president protect the subject from involvement with practical politics. The findings of the belief in 2019 have been embedded but have not made the subject aware of the final pay-off matrix he will encounter.

Figure 1: The Meaning The Subject Captured in Her Facebook Account as of May 2022.

On February 17, 2022, the subject’s presentation said that he observed model school accounts until she found her final belief in the seminar title listed on the account, namely, “Synergy of Taking Care of the Universe Building Civilization.” Subsequent exposure to the subject showed that she was focused on the historical video of the first RI presidential inauguration, then she realized that she was in love with her idol lecturer as a character actor, Bung Karno, and the subject as the first lady; with the most profound meaning from the point of view of the subject which is enshrined in Figure 1. This indicates that since 2019, the subject has been dealing with Ericksonian heterosuggestion; her need to be loved is fulfilled. The purpose of the subject’s sensing is that the subject determines the steps based on her last belief passion. The background color of the dice is red, and the dice eyes are white, showing the phrase “not just elmu but ngelmu” showing figuratively that from the perspective of the subject, decision-making, besides reviewing opportunities, is not only based on knowledge but experience, in Javanese ‘elmu’ means knowledge and ‘ngelmu’ means experience. This indicates that the subject’s decision goals tend to be satisfactory. The white aster
flower, as a wedding flower symbol, exists of love for her idol lecturer, implying the end of her love adventure, which is actualized in a new passion control. According to them, the convergence of interview results from the witness informant and Figure 1 related to planting “With a belief passion, I can be successful,” which is instilled in the subject, according to them, is expected to motivate the subject to achieve high goals. The last belief passion finding was obtained after the subject faced a matchmaking game with the previous cast, which made the subject aware of value conflicts. The decision follows the opinion of [2] that when the opportunity shows sufficient information and time but the value is not essential, the decision leads to truncated satisfaction. Then, the belief passion instilled following [2] opinion about the picture of incremental decision-making related to alternative agreements is in the right direction when the path is wrong.

The subject found another manipulation, namely harmful memory implants that had been instilled so far; the subject once wrote a draft of her novel on her Facebook, and the scenario maker forced the subject to ask if it was not a fictional story but a true story that she experienced. The subject faces the first pay-off matrix by acknowledging/not recognizing the official bond with her idol lecturer. The subject then sent a message in the form of a denial of her writing. When both parties admit that there is a marriage bond, there are three risks: both of them will lose their reputation in cyberspace, both of them will lose the trust of their families, and both of their careers will collapse. If one admits that there is a bond, then there is a risk that both careers will collapse and will lose their name in cyberspace. If the two of them do not admit they have a bond, then there is only one risk: they will lose their names in cyberspace because the draft novel they wrote is considered a hoax. Table 1 shows the pay-off matrix with A as the subject and B as the lecturer’s idol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A/B</th>
<th>Confessing There is a Bond</th>
<th>Claiming No Bonds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confessing</td>
<td>-3, -3</td>
<td>-2, -2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claiming No Bonds</td>
<td>-2, -2</td>
<td>-1, -1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On January 13, 2022, the subject was brought into the following scenario: teaching at one of the junior high schools as a mathematics teacher with a certificate of acceptance, as shown in Figure 2 (left). The following manipulation in December 2022 came from a book publisher. Then the subject was led to write down what he had found so far, namely her journey in obtaining the paradigm of the last belief that she believes is related to the global scope. The subject also did and completed the writing in just
two months, as shown in Figure 3 (left). Her explanation stated that she realized that what she had written was what she wanted as her best finding in 2019. She intended to make it an intellectual property right for herself due to auto-ethnographic research since 2001. The subject entered the following scenario until she found the second new finding, namely conducting classroom action research; she presented her findings in a national seminar, shown in Figure 3 (right). The subject realized that her findings were equivalent to those of teachers, not linear with the majors when she took the education management postgraduate program. This indicates a conflict between the subject’s considerations that lead to their level of satisfaction and the scenario maker’s considerations, namely regarding the expected values technique that can bring in monetary benefits. Convergence Figure 2 shows that the following scenario appears with a conflict indicated by Figure 2 (center) that aims to make the subject decide to register for ASN/CPNS selection.
Decisions emphasized by scenario makers, such as [3] opinion, are based on the category of conflict where the subject is facing an unclear target, alternatives are difficult to define, and information is not available if she remains in the private school. As suggested by [2], scenario makers use strategy rules by forcing subjects to select their own choices, followed by criteria in assessing solutions. Subjects face the second pay-off matrix; they experience a dilemma in choosing the two alternatives mentioned in Table 2, considering several risks. The conflict ended with the subject’s decision to turn off Dapodik permanently in March 2023, supported by Figure 2 (right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A/B</th>
<th>Register for Scholarship Selection</th>
<th>Not Registering for Scholarship Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register for ASN/CPNS Selection</td>
<td>-2, 2</td>
<td>-2, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Registering for Scholarship Selection</td>
<td>0, 2</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Second Pay-Off Matrix.

Subjects are unconsciously led to face the following pay-off matrix in Table 2: the dilemma related to ASN/CPNS selection and doctoral program scholarships from one of the scholarship links. This scenario is by [2] opinion that in decision opportunities when there is sufficient information, not enough time, and essential value, the decision is adaptive satisfaction. [4] opinion is that judgments are made based on the proximity of the problem-solving time to the subject age limit. The subject explained in a conversation with one of the informants that she remembered a promise in 2011, which read, “Not willing to become ASN/PNS”. The pay off matrix related to the two selections directed at him ended in a decision through a short message to her lecture, shown in Figure 4, that she decided not to register for ASN/PNS. The subject believes that the game’s ultimate goal is for the subject’s final decision to become an ASN/PNS, and the scholarship selection is only a manipulation path for further failure so that the subject becomes more confident in her final decision.

Table 2 shows the second pay-off matrix, showing that the subject is faced with two final decision alternatives, namely registering for a scholarship/registering for ASN/CPNS as designed by the scenario maker. The scenario maker guides the subject to apply for a scholarship, with the aim that there is a hidden scenario behind it, namely that there is an attachment to the requirements file that is made insufficient and cannot be fulfilled by the subject. The subject is faced with the risk that the attachment of a stamped statement letter is why she cannot receive a scholarship from another route. Another risk is that the subject will lose her proposal when she has uploaded it into the scholarship registration system. The game is expected to end with choosing subjects to participate
in the ASN/CPNS selection in the hope that all problems will be resolved when the subject’s welfare is resolved. A positive value in the pay-off matrix 2 indicates that the scenario maker’s expectations have been met. The study results show something different from these expectations because the feeling that the following manipulation will occur within the subject is powerful when one manipulation has trapped her. Then, the subject turned around from the pay-off she was facing and preferred to attend seminars/present her findings or write with a new belief, namely, “Creating without counting the steps of the career she achieved,” with a firm determination. The decision is based on an algorithm: choose A is okay A but with new passion control; choose B is okay B but with new passion control; choose C is okay C but with new passion control.

The subject decides by not choosing one alternative from the two final choices shown by the convergence in Figure 4. She dropped this choice because of her sensitivity that she believed the alternative to be the following form of manipulation. The subject has another point of view that writing findings is more critical for him than success toward the top of his career ladder. Subject satisfaction is when she can continue to work through her findings regardless of the career ladder she has gone through. Another satisfaction is related to her commitment to one belief with a global scope frame that protects her idealistic attitude. The subject’s decision is in line with the opinion of [2] regarding the rule of simplicity, namely summarizing the overflow of information obtained by the subject. The [3] opinion regarding the category of decisions with risk, namely when the goals and information are clear, but alternative consequences are uncertain. The subject’s decision indicates that game theory is effectively applied to educated idealistic subjects, considering that she is a human being who has the freedom to choose according to her will. Decision-making in this context is classified as cooperative with the same belief, passion, and commitment, then the subject’s free will is still emphasized to minimize resistance. It is the will of the subject that distinguishes humans from objects or goods that are worthy of being advertised in inter-marketing competition. The conflicting nature of the decisions in the second pay-off matrix, namely the point of view of the scenario maker, leads to the best decision, while the subject leads to the level of
satisfaction. This indicates that the correctness of decisions regarding the point of view of each individual is always relative, so game theory with the subject’s free will in making decisions as a tool in overcoming welfare problems in the world of education, related to the context of this research can be used as a standard.

Decision-making models with game theory algorithms can be integrated with various lines of educational management. The line in question includes human resource management. This model can be applied to overcome conflicts, increase motivation performance, and address personal, social, pedagogic, and professional educator competencies. The keyword as a control in the intended management scope is ‘belief passion’, which must be the same between the scenario maker and the intended subject. The characteristics of games with conflict triggers are maintained so that they seem natural to minimize the subject’s resistance/adaption in reaching the final decision.

3.2. Discussion

Game theory is used to choose the best choices that must be dropped. A mathematical model must resolve the occurrence of competition from several interests. One decision is the best if the smaller the risk that will be borne after being dropped. Decision-makers can occur in one player with several alternatives and several stakeholders with several alternatives. The variety of competition and interests will make it challenging to find convergence when the competitors are at the top of the bureaucracy. The leader has the authority to make policies, so the executors’ position will be difficult when going beyond that authority. This theory can be applied to objects, but there are pros and cons when faced with human subjects who have free will.

Game theory includes core and opposing players competing for the highest position. Game theory is used to analyze the reciprocal reactions that occur. What needs to be underlined is related to the essence of independent competition and pure strategy in decision-making. [5] says the game genre is a form of game theory. [6, 7, 8, 9] says this theory uses a mathematical and statistical approach in calculating a solution to the conflict in the interactions that occur; [10, 11, 12] said that the core of the game strategy is a mutual symbiosis between decisions drawn by players and can be used as a method in selecting channels to minimize interference.

The game theory arises from the results of exploring mathematically drawn from the behavior of subjects who mutually benefit. The quotient of decision-making depends on the players and decision-makers. Each player of this game must be firmly committed to making the best decisions. Meanwhile, if the player is free to choose at the end of
the scenario, then the player bears the risk. This analysis is in line with the opinion of [13], who says there are two types of game theory: cooperative, where decision-making is based on the commitment between players, and non-cooperative is carried out independently.

[14, 15, 16, 4] say the pay-off matrix is used as a stimulus for changes from equilibrium conditions that are aligned with the expected ideal conditions; the best strategy produced can optimize the marketing aspect, apart from in the business field, game theory can be integrated with Diens Theory. The results of this study focused on the word game, in which there is manipulation. The results are obtained from the pay-off matrix scheme at the end of the scenario. Optimization of results can improve quality with the least risk. Manipulation like this is suitable to be applied to objects, but can it be applied to human subjects? More in-depth research is needed to obtain a consistent answer. [17] said that when manipulating individuals, the ego must be protected so that the subject seems to have their needs met.

In this case, the model is a pattern of something that was initially irregular to represent an object or idea in the form of information about a phenomenon to study the actual system symptoms. Decision-making, in this case, is one of the functions of thinking where there is a decision selection from two or more alternatives, and the result is called a decision. Decision-making is related to opportunities, and choices are made from several possible alternatives in uncertain situations. According to [4], game theory is used when decision makers are still vague about actual conditions in conflict situations, and effective decisions can be realized when the time of solving the problem is near. According to them, further expected values techniques can be carried out based on consideration of events and results, the combination of which produces a monetary value.

[18] says that decision-making is a process of utilizing information in policy-making where the information generated by policy analysis must be neutral to make the resulting public policy more objective. Decision-making is one of the functions of thinking in utilizing information as a neutral basis to produce objective public policies. [19] say that group decisions are more effective regarding the degree of acceptance of achieving the final solution. Still, individual decisions are superior to group decisions regarding time efficiency. Decision-making can be taken in groups or individually, each with a superior side regarding effectiveness and efficiency. Group decisions can be more effective because there are more choices to increase acceptance when a final solution is reached. While in terms of speed (time efficiency), in this case, individual decision-making is more efficient.
The theories above illustrate that the model is a tool for simplifying and analyzing complex situations or systems. So complex models, situations, or systems can be simplified without eliminating essential things to facilitate understanding. In this case, the model is a pilot with simplification elements to be imitated (if necessary). At the same time, decision-making is a sequential process that requires using models quickly and precisely. Based on the theories above, it can be concluded that the decision-making model is a pattern of the function of thinking in utilizing information by choosing between alternatives based on considerations of effectiveness and efficiency so that a decision is obtained.

The decision-making principle in [2] cannot be separated from the following rules: the decision-making strategy rules, in this case, begin by establishing criteria for a satisfactory decision before generating and selecting options, followed by using criteria in assessing solutions. The rule of simplicity, in this case, explains that under certain conditions, too much information is worse than too little information; even forgetting is functional because forgetting is a deterrent to paralysis caused by waves of information that overwhelm decision-makers.

Decision categories, according to [3] from the point of view of obtaining information, are divided into four categories, namely as follows: decision with risk, that a decision has clear goals and is based on good information; however, the future consequences of each decision alternative are uncertain. Decisions with conflict (ambiguity), the goals to be achieved are unclear, alternatives are difficult to define, and information about the expected results is unavailable.

The decision-making model is a pattern that is made without eliminating essential things from the existing complexity, including the principles of decision-making and the selection of decision categories from the point of view of obtaining information. Classical decision theory, according to [2], is a theory that explains that decisions should be entirely rational; this theory applies an optimization strategy by looking for the best potential alternative to maximize the achievement of goals and objectives.

According to [2], administrative decision-making provides a more accurate picture of the actual and ideal ways school administrators make organizational decisions. The basic approach is gratification-meaning finding a satisfactory solution, not the best one. This decision-making focuses on the satisfaction aspect, highlighted in this case, including the actual and ideal ways agency managers make in making school decisions. The administrative decision model departs from assumptions that are part of the principles of decision-making and assumptions based on considerations for choosing a decision category, including considerations of satisfaction, scope limitation,
adherence to values, and general pattern of action. The incremental model (Sequential Limited Comparison Strategy) departs from the basic assumption of a sequential limited comparison strategy according to [2] that when relevant alternatives are difficult to obtain, or the consequences of each alternative are so complex that it is difficult to predict, then even a satisfactory strategy does not work well, so what is done is to reduce the number of alternative by considering the narrow range of interests of decision makers.

The incremental model is a pattern that is carried out by filtering from various types of existing alternatives so that it is focused only on alternatives that suit the specific interests of the decision-maker. The characteristics of the incremental model according to [2] include: (a) The analysis of the means of the goal is not correct because the determination of goals and alternatives takes place simultaneously, (b) A good solution is a solution that is agreed upon by decision makers regardless of objectives, (c) Alternatives and results have decreased drastically solely by considering solutions that are similar to the problem at hand, (d) The analysis is limited to the differences between the existing situation and the proposed alternatives, (e) The incremental method rules out the theory in favor of sequential comparisons of concrete and practical alternatives.

In this case, the incremental model focuses on the interests of decision-makers where solutions are made based on the agreement of decision-makers, and goals are set simultaneously with the creation of concrete and practical alternatives so that analysis is limited if there are differences between the situations/alternatives proposed. According to [2], the contingency model is one whose decision strategy can be arranged based on its ability to deal with complexity and conditions of increased uncertainty and conflict. The contingency model is situational, where from the complexity, uncertainty, and conflict that occurs, choices (decisions) are made that have the power to minimize complexity, uncertainty, and conflict. The word minimize is the same as the incremental model, so it can be concluded that the contingency model is the same as the incremental model.

The characteristics of the contingency model, according to [2], are based on three things, namely: (a) Information, if there is sufficient information to determine satisfactory results, then satisfaction becomes the primary model; (b) If there is sufficient time to undertake a comprehensive search, but the decision is not as important, then truncated satisfaction may be the appropriate strategy, (c) If there is not enough information then adaptive satisfaction is the chosen strategy, but depending on the timing/importance of the decision, adaptive satisfaction can be cut by blending. Satisfying, adaptive, and truncated versions of each potential path and blending are deemed appropriate.
depending on the situation, while the situation is determined by information, time, and essential values; more details in Figure 5.

![Contingency Model: Matching Strategy with Situations](image)

**Figure 5:** Contingency Model: Matching Strategy with Situations [2].

An overview of incremental decision-making according to [2] when comparing it with the classical and administrative models, namely goal setting and alternatives are closely related because the means and goals are one unit, the analysis of means and goals is not appropriate, the decision maker agrees on an alternative in the right direction when the path is wrong, limit search/analysis, focus attention on the same alternative, sequential comparisons reduce the need for theory.

The importance of the decision-making model in this case is to determine whether the elements’ single relationship is relevant to the problem to be solved. The model is essential to clarify the significant relationship between the elements explicitly. Models help formulate hypotheses regarding the relationships between variables. This relationship is usually expressed in mathematical form. Models are also used to provide management of decision-making. Based on the theoretical analysis of the various decision-making models, it can be reduced to a game theory model. In this case, the generalization of game theory is a derivative form of the incremental/contingency model where what is done in general is related to minimizing very complex alternatives to become more straightforward. The goals are either satisfactory or the best depending on the needs of each context, with consideration of cooperative commitment or individual freedom in choosing alternatives—a game scheme to reach the top. The game theory scheme in [1] illustrated in Figure 6 begins with creating conflict scenarios with the hope that the subject can reach the pinnacle of success. The expectation of the emergence of a set conflict causes competition, which triggers the subject to follow the competition in fulfilling his needs. The game seems ridiculous, affecting the subject’s awareness to make the impression as if it is natural.

[20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] show that game theory is a reliable tool in formulating/analyzing competitive behavior between competitors to achieve success; [34] say that the pure strategy can be used as a decision support system.
The overall results of these studies indicate that game theory is classified as effectively applied in the economic field, and there is competition within it. This has not proven effective when applied to education or subjects in the form of individuals/humans. The nature of satisfaction is always relative from the point of view of several different subjects.

Research by [35] says game theory is used to overcome customer satisfaction from the offers of 2 different e-commerce parties. This shows that the object being set is e-commerce, and the level of customer satisfaction, as a result, indicates that the best decision is not necessarily satisfying from the point of view of each individual. [36] added that the drawbacks of game theory are in the counting process; namely, calculations can only be done when the matrices used are of the same order. According to [37], the ineffectiveness of decision-making is caused by conflicting philosophies. According to [38], decision-making needs to involve all parties to reflect a democratic attitude. According to [39], humans have a mentality and thoughts/that drive their free will, and the value system that applies feelings to individuals also influences their decision process in terms of psychological aspects. These statements indicate the need to pay attention to individual free will when making decisions related to individuals. According to [40], a decision tree is a tool for mapping alternative solutions to problems. According to [41], decision-making includes clarifying and formulating target priorities to create alternative choices. According to [42], the lack of information causes a greater adverse risk from the decision taken. Entire research shows the need for a new model in education management whose characteristics represent the incremental model, namely in setting interrelated goals and alternatives and equating values that underlie decisions between parties and give rise to belief passion.
The similarity of values underlying 'belief passion' is applied after a needs analysis and setting of the game's primary goals. Game actors are determined, among others, as director actors, game models, empathizers, conflict triggers, and solution providers. A cooperative nature and subject-free will minimize resistance are emphasized when running the game. Consistent and continuous similarity of 'belief passion' controls every subject's decision. The final decision after the dilemma is experienced is the result of summarizing the complexity of the alternatives or identifying the conflicts that occur.

The novelty in this research lies in applying game theory in education as a derivative of the incremental model. The subjects in this study were individuals/humans, with the final decision being independent and left entirely to the subject. The subject is faced with a modeling game so that belief passion grows, then faced with a pay-off matrix, with the final decision being chosen by the subject. The level of effectiveness will be seen when the final decision has been made, with the best/satisfactory nature of the decision. The nature of the decision indicates a tendency toward the classical model if it is best and the administrative model if it is satisfactory. Differences in matrix orders that cannot be resolved in previous studies are answered in this study in the form of subject-free will algorithms in making their final decision.

The scheme in Figure 7 can be analyzed from the complexity of the alternatives; an incremental decision-making model is drawn by minimizing complexity. Game theory is an incremental derivative model. The first step is to load game theory modeling by building fan idealism from predetermined submodalities. After the game has been running for a long time, the subject faces a prisoner’s dilemma in the form of a pay-off matrix. The subject makes decisions with freedom of his will. Then the nature of the decision leads to the classical model with the best decision for himself and all parties involved in the dispute or leads to an administrative model related to the subject’s satisfaction with his own decisions.

![Figure 7: Game Theory Scheme in Educational Decision-Making.](image-url)
4. Conclusion

The application of game theory to human subjects is practical in instilling belief passion. Still, the point of view of the scenario maker in an educational institution is not always the same as the subject that is classified as idealistic. The study results show that the scenario maker wants the subject to be successful in the public eye, namely, reaching the peak of her comfort zone by becoming an ASN/PNS. The study’s results also show that the subject wants different things; her satisfaction in producing works through her writings and findings is more important than success towards the top of her career. The final decision shows a satisfactory nature for the subject and is identical to the administrative model. There is a discrepancy between the nature of the subject’s decision and the expectations of the scenario maker; namely, the best decision/tends to be classic.

The weakness of game theory lies in its inability to make decisions when the pay-off matrix shows a different order. Then, it cannot satisfy the subject between alternative pay-off matrices. The point of view of the nature of decisions in individual/subject reviews is relative, so it can be concluded that game theory without free will is more appropriate to be applied to research objects in the form of facilities/infrastructure or other factors that are like inanimate objects in competition in a marketing office; for the purpose that are commercializing educational institutions, not manipulating the subject. Another weakness of the game theory is that many victims are harmed, considering that the subject always decides to enter and leave educational institutions because what she does is not according to her conscience and the lack of time efficiency from the subject perspective. The application of game theory to subjects with free will in making decisions in this research is practical, considering that free will can lead the subject to a stable decision by first bringing the subject to direct experience to consider each alternative and the risk.
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